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You will probably be interested in knowing that Mr. Alverson,
who is still in touch with the President on the matter of housing legis-
lation, thinks that if the passage of the Wagner bill is to be definitely
sought by the Administration it should be still further amended to embody
more specifically some of the slum-clearance and low-rent-housing provisions
of the alternative bill that I proposed. lir. Alverson also thinks that
my proposal for the creation of a Federal Housing Coordination Board would
greatly strengthen the Administration^ position in supporting the Wagner
bill and should be put forward as an amendment in the form of an additional
section of the Wagner bill*

I spent two or three hours with Mr. Alverson today going over the
provisions of the Wagner bill and the changes that were made before it was
reported by Senator Walsh* He has in mind drafting himself a memorandum
to the President suggesting further changes in the Wagner bill.

One of the points that he particularly has in mind, as of special
importance, is that my approach to the handling of the rental subsidy was
much more practical than that of the Wagner bill. You will recall that
the bill which I drafted provided, in effect, that the rental subsidy was
to be used to raise housing standards in connection with actual slum
clearance, and that new housing was not to be constructed if existing or
rehabilitated properties were available on a more economical basis.

In other words, the Housing Authority was to build only when it
was cheaper to build than to rent. The practical effect of this would be
to spread the benefits of the subsidy over a considerably larger number
of families than could be reached if the funds WBre used only to put
families into new housing.

Mr. Alverson takes the position that to pass over this proposal
of mine would be to lose real social, economic, and political advantages.
He thinks that a rental subsidy operated in the manner that I proposed
would result in a great deal of much-needed modernization of slum proper-
ties now held by banks and other private owners as illustrated particularly
by the situation in New York. The establishment of the rental subsidy
would make it possible for the holders of these properties to obtain
modernization loans from the banks and insurance companies and to lease
the rehabilitated properties for low-rent-housing purposes at an economic
rent.

His view is that there would then not only be no ground for
complaint that the governmental activity was in competition with private
enterprise, but that on the contrary private owners would have a strong
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inducement and an economic justification for rehabilitating properties
on which there is no present justification for the expenditures that
would bp ̂ vol"*gd« He also takes the position that this would greatly
dimini^A^rge/capital loans on the part of the Federal Government to
finance new housing projects•

Mr. Alverson says, confidentially, that the President is
still very much concerned about the whole question of housing policy•
He thinks it probable that the Republican Convention will adopt a
strong plank on housing and will severely criticize the present
Administration for not having accomplished much larger results than
have been accomplished in the field of housing.

The President, Mr. Alverson says, has his heart very much
set on housing as a further major activity. He is convinced that it
holds great opportunities, but he still seems to be undecided as to
how they should be developed.

From another source today I learned how the President came
finally to be pursuaded that no further legislation in the general
field of housing was needed at this time. I learned also what repre-
sentations were made to him as to governmental facilities that were
available without legislation but not feeing used. If this information
which I obtained today is correct,4s«d I have every reason to believe
it is, then I am convinced that the President will be seriously dis-
appointedj for the representations that were made to him, while
technically accurate, are in my opinion wholly impracticable,and
if acted upon would retard rather than accelerate private lending*

This is a matter, however, that I would prefer to discuss
with you rather than put into a memorandum
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